INVINCIBLE CAT
DKLA Design

Invincible Cat is a monumental panther made from repurposed black car hoods. The sculpture will be 36’
long, 7’ tall and 10’ wide. It has a steel armature that will allow elements of the piece to function as sturdy
urban furniture. DKLA Design sees this animal as a symbolic protector of the space it occupies. Panthers
are rare creatures and hold a mythic place in popular imagination. They are strong and agile, revered and
respected. The sculpture will embody these qualities as well as engage the imagination of its viewers. How
did this creature get here? What does it want from me?
Invincible Cat is made from cast off relics of our carbon addiction. These materials, once a part of the
waste stream of our fast-paced global economy, take on new life and urgency, becoming a potent symbol
of nature as well as the power of imagination and hard work. The piece becomes a mascot, an opportunity
for individuals to create their own narrative about their place and time in the world. DKLA Design sees it
as a site for gatherings, playful encounters, and that Instagrammable moment that lives on in social media,
widening the conversation about community, identity and waste.
Invincible Cat addresses illegal dumping by taking materials (car parts) commonly dumped and considered
trash and transforming these materials into a symbol of community protection. The sculpture will occupy
the space in a way that invigorates the site, turning a vacant place into a location that has purpose and
significance for those who are there. It is a way of saying - this place is important, this place is full of joy
and imagination, this place is protected. The sculpture acknowledges the value of site, materials, narrative,
energy and people. Invincible Cat is intended to bring people together and build community around
shared values.
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Don Kennell and Lisa Adler met as graduate students at Rutgers University in the 1990’s. Don and Lisa’s first
art collaboration was an art car commissioned by “Art Matters” of New York City. This interactive, mobile art
event travelled the country in the summer of 1995. The art car was an experiment in making a community out
of strangers. Don and Lisa moved to Santa Fe, New Mexico in 2000 to raise a family close to wide-open spaces
and live in a city with a thriving arts community. Don maintained a career as an artist and Lisa taught at the College of Santa Fe while they both raised
their daughters. In the early 2000’s Lisa led a number of community initiatives that connected students with local businesses, nonprofits and community
development projects. During this time, Don and Lisa co-taught classes on the intersection of art and society.
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Don and Lisa founded DKLA Design in 2015. Their company mission is to activate public space while bringing nature into human consciousness. Since
this time they have created numerous public and private commissions throughout the United States and Canada. Their latest project has been a 35foot tall polar bear made from recycled car hoods currently on an international tour with an environmental message. The DKLA Design project team
includes: Don Kennell- lead artist, Lisa Adler- production manager, Zach Greer- welder/fabricator, Caleb Smith- welder/fabricator, Joel Sisson- welder/
fabricator, Zach Nicholas- welder/fabricator.

